Thin-film materials based on phthalocyanine derivatives: structure and physico-chemical properties
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Abstract. In order to establish the effect of the molecular structure of mix-substituted phthalocyanine derivatives on its supramolecular organization in thin-films, the floating layers of three A3B-type phthalocyanine derivatives were obtained. Their supramolecular organization was determined and it was found that the studied compounds form homogeneous stable floating layers on the water surface. Structure parameters of floating layers depend both on the length of aliphatic substituents \( R = C_{n}H_{2n+1} \) and the metal complexing agent. Ligands I and II form stable monolayer structures, which the layer packing periods increase with the elongation of aliphatic substituents: the lattice parameter \( d \) is 1.93 and 2.3 nm for ligands I \((n = 6)\) and II \((n = 8)\), correspondingly. During further compression of the formed monolayers, ligands I and II form stable bilayers, in which the arrangement of molecules remains similar to the structure of the previous monolayers. These bilayers contain minor inclusions of 3D aggregates. Metal complex III forms only stable monolayer \((d = 2.06 \text{ nm})\), upon further compression of which 3D-aggregates included in the monolayer are formed.

1 Introduction

The relationship between the molecular structure of phthalocyanine derivatives and their physical and physicochemical properties has been studied in sufficient detail. The use of hydrophobic substituents can increase their solubility in organic solvents and can lead to appearance of thermotropic or lyotropic mesomorphism [1]. Moreover, substituents in one molecule can be of various types (donor/acceptor, hydrophilic/hydrophobic, etc.) [2]. In recent decades, the new synthesized phthalocyanines have been of particular interest due to the combination of high thermal and chemical stability, lipophilicity and solubility in a wide range of solvents. The high solubility of phthalocyanines is important for many
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reasons: for the study of optical properties, the creation of thin-layer structures using Langmuir methods, and their practical application. It was established that the number and type of substituents, as well as the place of substitution in the molecule, have a significant effect on the optical and mesomorphic properties [1, 3].

Non-peripherally substituted phthalocyanines attract attention due to the fact that this arrangement of substituents shifts the absorption to the near-infrared region of the spectrum. For example, in a peripherally substituted phthalocyanine, the absorption spectrum is characterized by two intense bands: the Q-band with a maximum in the region of 670 nm and the B-band — close to the UV region — both associated with π-π * transitions [4]. In non-peripherally substituted phthalocyanines, the λmax position shifts by 50–70 nm to the long-wavelength region, since the alkoxy groups participate in the π-conjugated system of the phthalocyanine macrocycle. An increase in the number of alkoxy groups leads to a decrease in the energy of π*-orbital. This leads to a long-wavelength shift in absorption [5]. In addition, it is peripherally substituted octaalkyloxy-phthalocyanines that have liquid crystalline properties, while non-peripherally substituted ones do not exhibit mesomorphism [6].

All above mentioned, together with the relative cheapness of synthesis, the possibility of forming metal complexes, which also affect the properties of phthalocyanines [1, 2], the ability of phthalocyanine derivatives to form thin films on various substrates, attracted attention to these compounds as promising materials for many technologies: semiconductors, sensors, organic photovoltaics, etc. [7].

Organic photovoltaics is a promising alternative for expensive crystalline silicon solar cells in the field of renewable energy due to its low cost, the possibility of creating large areas on flexible substrates, less weight. Organic photovoltaic cells typically use compositions of key compounds. Each component of such a composition has its own responsibility: light absorbing dye, hole conductor, electron acceptor.

For example, the so-called “small” organic molecules solar cells may contain phthalocyanines or porphyrins as dyes, polymers such as MDMO-PPV or P3HT as donor phase and simultaneously glassy materials, and fullerenes or perylene derivatives as electron acceptors [8].

This type of organic solar cells with a bulk heterojunction [9] makes it possible to convert light energy with an efficiency of about 7%. The main modern trend in increasing the efficiency of solar cells is the design and synthesis of new organic low molecular weight components such as dendrimers, star-shaped compounds and phthalocyanine derivatives. The advantage of these materials is a precisely established molecular structure with certain molecular weight, fairly simple synthesis and possibility of production scaling, a better understanding of the relationship between structure and properties, etc. [10].

However, to obtain new highly effective functional materials based on nanoscale thin films, it is necessary to control their structure, including an assessment of the uniformity of the films. [11]. Therefore, to obtain floating layers, we used the Langmuir method, which allows one to form structured one-component layers with molecular control of their thickness [12–16]. In addition, previous studies have shown that organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) based on Langmuir-Blodgett films have better performance characteristics than OLEDs obtained by other methods [17]. At the same time, the study of floating layers of phthalocyanine derivatives is necessary, since the structure and properties of thin-film materials usually depend on the supramolecular organization of floating layers [18–22].

Mix-substituted “push-pull” phthalocyanines of A3B-type have attracted our attention as promising low molecular weight dyes for organic solar cells. Since they contain both electron donor and electron withdrawing substituents in one molecule, they have a polarized structure, which favors the formation of columnar mesophases that can undergo glass transition without crystallization upon cooling [23].
Thus, the aim of this work was a comprehensive study of the influence of molecular structure features on the supramolecular organization of three mix-substituted phthalocyanine derivatives (Fig. 1) in floating layers and the subsequent production of effective thin-film materials that could be used in photovoltaics.

2 Materials and methods

The objects of this study were the ligands of the mix-substituted phthalocyanine derivative (compounds I, II) with four chlorine atoms in the “B”-fragment and the holmium complex of the mix-substituted phthalocyanine derivative with two chlorine atoms in the fragment “B” (compound III, Fig. 1). The synthesis of the compounds was carried out according to the methods described previously [24, 25]. Previously we showed [24, 26] that these compounds possess liquid crystalline properties, exhibiting in the temperature range from 100 to 200 °C a columnar two-dimensionally ordered mesophase with typical texture. Above 200 °C, without transition to an isotropic state, the substance begins to decompose. Upon cooling below 100 °C, the compounds vitrify maintaining the mesophase texture.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{I: } & M = 2H^+, X_2 = X_1 = Cl, R = C_6H_{13} \\
\text{II: } & M = 2H^+, X_2 = X_1 = Cl, R = C_8H_{17} \\
\text{III: } & M = HoOH, X_2 = H, X_1 = Cl, R = C_8H_{17}
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 1. Structural formula of the studied phthalocyanine derivatives.

Models of the phthalocyanine molecules and its monomolecular layer on the water surface, as well as the calculation of their geometric characteristics, were performed using HyperChem 8.0 software (MM+ method), as it was described earlier [27]. These data were used to determine the type of molecular packing in floating layers.

Floating layers were formed from a chloroform solution (C = 0.0067 wt. %, where C is the mass fraction of the dissolved phthalocyanine). The layers were obtained with the use of Nima 601A, KSV mini trough or KSV 5000 (Finland) troughs. The compression rate was 6 cm²/min. Water (with resistivity \(\rho = 18 \text{ M\Omega} \cdot \text{cm}\)) used as a subphase was purified by Millipore Simplicity 158 systems. The initial coverage degree \(\sigma\) of the water surface with phthalocyanine molecules was calculated according to the method published in [28].

Layer formation at the water/air interface was studied in situ by Brewster microscoppy method (BAM Optrel 3000 microscope, KSV Instruments, Finland). The HeNe laser with a radiation wavelength of 633 nm and a power of 10 mW was used as a light source in this setup. The goniometer of the microscope set the angle of laser incidence beam in the range from 45 to 75° with an accuracy of 0.01°. To obtain polarized light and contrast image,
high-precision polarizers with a polarization ratio of $10^{-8}$ were used. The image was enlarged using interchangeable lenses ($\times5$, $\times10$, $\times20$) and recorded by a computer-controlled high-quality camera with a resolution of $768 \times 72$ pixels, the spatial resolution was $2 \mu m$.

Structural organization of floating layers was studied by diffraction in sliding geometry (GID – grazing incidence diffraction) and reflectometry (XRR – X-ray reflectivity) methods. GID experiments were carried out on “Langmuir” beamline at the Kurchatov synchrotron radiation source. Radiation from a bending magnet with an energy of $13 \text{ keV}$ was used for the experiments. The pair of flat mirrors was used to incline the beam to water surface and the incidence angle was 0.8 of critical angle of the total external reflection for water. The data was collected by 0D scintillator detector Radicon SCSD4 and 1D detector Mythen 2 1kX. For horizontal collimation of diffracted beam, the Soller slots with an angular aperture of 2 mrad were used. To reduce scattering in air, as well as evaporation of liquid from the Langmuir trough, all measurements were carried out in the humid helium atmosphere. Since at room temperature monolayers are actually 2D-“powder”, i.e. superposition of two-dimensional crystallites randomly oriented on the water surface, the diffraction pattern was scanned only at an angle of $2\theta$ in the film plane ($q_{xy}$ – scanning).

The qualitative analysis of diffraction pattern was carried out according to the standard (three-dimensional) powder diffraction scheme, when the angular positions of the Bragg peaks $2\theta_{hh}$, corresponding to the vectors of the two-dimensional reciprocal lattice, determine the distances between the chains of molecules $d_{hh}$.

XRR measurements were carried out by the liquid interfaces scattering apparatus LISA at the P08 beamline (PETRA III, DESY, Germany) [29]. The size of the focused X-ray beam (18 keV) was $500 \mu m \times 8 \mu m$ at the sample position. The scattering pattern was collected on a hybride photon counting pixel detector (Dectris Eiger 1M, 75 mm x 75 mm pixel size) at 1.2 m sample-detector distance.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Modeling of floating layers

A model of a monomolecular floating layer placed on the water surface was obtained after optimization by the molecular mechanics method (Fig. 2). When simulating the floating layer, phthalocyanine molecules were situated in one plane. Such location corresponds to a monolayer package. The formed monolayer was placed on the preliminary modeled water surface.

According to the data obtained, the model area of the elementary cell of the monolayer was calculated. If the structure of the phthalocyanine molecule is assumed to be flat, the area per one molecule in the densest face-on monomolecular packing is $5.4 \text{ nm}^2$ for compounds II and III and it is equal to $4.5 \text{ nm}^2$ for compound I. When lateral substituents are displaced from the phthalocyanine macrocycle plane, the area per one molecule in the densest face-on monolayer can be reduced to $1.6 \text{ nm}^2$. The calculated area size was then compared with the areas obtained in the experiment, and on the basis of these results, a conclusion about the layer structure was drawn.

3.2 Supramolecular organization of floating layers

Structure parameters of floating layers depend both on the length of aliphatic substituents and on the metal complexing agent. It was found that the studied ligands I ($R = C_6H_{13}$) and II ($R = C_8H_{17}$) form monolayer structures on the water surface starting from $A_{mol} = 7 \text{ nm}^2$. 
Fig. 2. Model of floating monolayer packing of compound III placed on the water surface before the lateral substituents were displaced from the macrocycle plane: a) top view, b) side view.

The molecules arrange with their macrocycle plane parallel to the water surface. Each of ligands has just one crystalline phase, but with different lattice periods: \( d = 1.93 \text{ nm} \) – for compound I (Fig. 3) and \( d = 2.3 \text{ nm} \) – for compound II (Fig. 4). It is likely that an increase in the length of aliphatic substituents affects the increase in the lattice period.

The formation of additional crystalline phases does not occur, possibly due to the presence of long aliphatic substituents in the phthalocyanine molecules, which sterically disrupt the interaction of macrocycles and, thus, prevent the formation of any crystalline phases that are different from the phase with a flat macrocycle on the water surface. Starting from the area per one molecule \( A_{\text{mol}} = 1.65 \text{ nm}^2 \), two structures were simultaneously formed: a monolayer with a flat arrangement of molecules and 3D aggregates. In this case, the diffraction pattern does not undergo significant changes, which may mean the preservation of the predominantly flat arrangement of molecules. With further preloading of the barrier, stable bilayers are formed. The arrangement of molecules in them is preserved like in a monolayer packing. It was shown that the ligand with longer aliphatic substituents (compound II) forms more structured layers, compared to compound I.

When HoOH complexing agent is introduced into molecular structure of III, despite the fact that length of the aliphatic substituent \( R = C_8H_{17} \), the monolayer lattice period decreases \( d = 2.06 \text{ nm} \), Fig. 5) in comparison with the ligand II. Unlike ligands I and II, the complex III does not form bilayer structures during compression. We assume that the presence in the phthalocyanine III of HoOH-group, which is immersed into the water subphase when the molecule is placed onto water, can be an anchoring factor that prevents the formation of a bilayer structure. The conditions required to form the stable ordered
monomolecular floating layer for compound III were determined as follows: the initial degree of coating of the water surface is 18%, the compression rate of the barriers is 6 cm²/min, the surface pressure is 0.4 mN/m and the area per molecule is 3.9 nm².

Fig. 3. GID curve of the floating layer of compound I.

Fig. 4. GID curve of the floating layer of compound II.

Fig. 5. GID curve of the floating layer of compound III.
4 Conclusion

As a result of the performed comprehensive theoretical and experimental study, it was found for all the studied compounds that at the beginning of the floating layer formation the aliphatic substituents are smoothly displaced from the macrocycle plane into the air phase.

Subsequently, when $A_{mol}$ decreases, compounds I and II form stable bilayer structures with inclusion of 3D aggregates. The packing period of the molecules in the layer increases with elongation of aliphatic substituents. The metal complex III generates just only stable monolayers, upon compression of which the molecular packing in the monolayer is compacted and 3D aggregates included in the monolayer are formed.

Formation conditions of a stable monolayer for the complex III were also established as following: the initial degree of surface coating is 18%, the layer compression rate is 6 cm$^2$/min, the surface pressure is 0.4 mN/m, the area per molecule in the layer is 3.9 nm$^2$.
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